ADAPT BUILDER

Flexible, creative, responsive authoring
Creating fantastic e-learning that your users will love has never been easier. We’ve helped more than 7,500 users to create
their own content using Adapt.
Everyone should be able to build engaging, high quality and responsive e-learning so, to that end, we’ve developed Adapt
Builder. Using leading-edge open-source technology, Adapt Builder gives you complete control to create, edit and brand
great content in minutes.
All content created in Adapt is fully responsive allowing users to complete their learning on the computer, tablet or
smartphone. They’ll never notice a reduction in quality but they’ll definitely appreciate the flexibility that you gave them.
As a course creator, Adapt allows you to build content in collaboration with your colleagues and comes with a built-in
comment and review tool - streamlining your workflow to ensure key stakeholders can provide feedback throughout
the process.

Benefits
Future-proofed
Adapt Learning uses the very latest web technologies
giving you a solution that is completely future-proofed.
Adapt Builder makes zero-cost maintenance a reality so
your content is always up to date.
Unrivalled flexibility
With over 25 learning interactions, 30 extensions, 10 menus
and 4 themes, designers can concentrate on beautiful
design without any restriction to create a memorable
learning experience. As we build new components you get
to use them for free to improve and extend your content.

To find out more, visit learningpool.com/adapt

Customisable
Adapt Builder lets you completely customise the look of
your course, even if your starting point is a module from
our e-learning catalogue, something you’ve built or a
course we’ve built for you. You’ll be able to change images,
add logos, edit colours and fonts, and much more - all from
within a friendly interface.

or contact us at hello@learningpool.com

Features
Built for modern devices 				
Replace traditional page-turning content with exploratory,
deep scrolling design built once for any modern device.
Multi-language						
Engage and support your learners in the language of their
choice with full multi-language capability.
Assessment						
Challenge users with pre/post assessments, question banks
and confidence based assessment using our full range
of question components. Reduce certification time with
assisted learning guiding users to what they need to know.

Engaging						
Support scenario-based storytelling with branching
and gamification to increase knowledge retention
and engagement.
Open-source						
Built on open-source technology, cloud-hosted with no
software to install or manage and fully supported by
Learning Pool’s expert team.
Analytics						
Explore the impact of your learning when combined
with xAPI to provide insightful data on your users and
your content.

